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Experience

CushmanContracting Corporation (CCC)has worked on all types of
has taken us all over the state, from complete new construction to
experienced contractor with pile repairs and installations numbering
projects with pile jacket repair included Malibu Pier, Stearns Wharf,
Hueneme Naval Base. These projects all used this same or a similar
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piers since the mid-'70s.
minor handrail

Our work

repairs. We are an

in the thousands.

Some of our past

Coast Guard Navy Pier, and Port
FX-70 system.

Strategy

CCC plans to start at the head of the Pier and work our way out. This strategy will allow the Pier to be
more structurally
sound as work progresses. Work will be performed
from the Pier using scaffolding that
hangs or clamps to the Pier. In some cases, we may use a boat to assist in the work. Divers will perform
all underwater

activities.

work, we will monitor

A foreman

will be on-site to ensure quality

the sea conditions

closely, and critical

control

for the project.

work will be performed

during favorable

conditions.

(Malibu

Pier repaired

6 piles with concrete
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collars

During dive

in the surf zone.)

(Rincon

Pier Pile repairs

in surf zone)

Availability/Schedule
CCC currently
flexible.
work

We will explore

in multiple

The project
increase

phases,

schedule

grouting.

completed.
project

has its in-house
options

dive team

and equipment,

to do the project

as this will

reduce

The schedule

schedules

will allow

in multiple

work

phases.

scheduling

to be much

We recommend

performing

more
this

the costs considerably.

may vary due to the potential

Three-week

allowing

of increased

structural

will be used for this project

the job to be monitored

on track.
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closely

damage

detailing
and make

to piles that

the work
changes

may

to be
early to keep the

(Rincon

Pier diver getting

ready to clean steel piles)

Use of District Equipment/Personnel
CCC has always strived

to have a professional

working

relationship

agency we work for. The Port of San Luis and CCC can use their
improve

the project.

eliminate
scaffolding

One idea is CCC may video

portions

installation

and when any decking

costs for the future

decking

Port of San Luis can have its maintenance

together

diver. Another

with any

to find ways to

of the work during the construction

the need for the Port of San Luis to hire a third-party

saving removal

and a great work experience

resources

phase to

idea is that during the

is pulled, the Port of San Luis can install new lumber,

project.

Lastly, CCC can reduce the construction

crew transport

Pier.
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the fx-70 materials

from

costs if the

its supply yard to the

Impacts

to

As mentioned
equipment

District

Facilities

and

above, CCC plans to perform

as recommended

ranges from clamping
has been acceptable

Public

the work from the Pier. The use oflight

will be used during the construction

vehicles

process. Our scaffolding

and
system

to piles, hanging from the Pier, or rolling on the deck. It is none destructive
by other clients during their

pier construction

activities.

and

Impacts to the public will

be very minimal. Impacts to the public should only occur while transporting materials/vehicles on and
off the Pier and the first set of piles in the surf zone. Signs will be posted
construction
parking

and divers working

stalls for employee

on the Pier. At this time,

impacts to the district

the public of
shall only be a few

parking.

(Pismo Pier Reconstruction

Thank you for allowing

notifying

us to participate

2017 with

in your request

you In the future.
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public traffic)

for proposal.

We look forward

to working

with

